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Abstract

Recent research indicates that a considerable amount
of content on social media is generated by automated ac-
counts. The automata present sophisticated behavior –
mimicking humans– aiming at evading traditional detection
methods. In this paper, we present a supervised approach to
detect automated accounts on Twitter using mainly content-
based features. We performed our experiments using four
datasets that contain tweets from almost 20K malicious and
benign accounts. Our methodology is lightweight and em-
ploys users’ metadata, content and sentiment features. It
performs well on unseen data (0.95 F1-score) reaching 95%
precision and recall. This work also demonstrates that sen-
timent characteristics can add value to social spambot de-
tection algorithms when combined with known features.

1. Introduction

Social media allow people to seamlessly connect with
acquaintances across the globe. Microblogging platforms
such as Twitter are among the most popular online networks
considering their active users (330 million accounts as of
April 2018) [34]. However, a large proportion of these users
are automata (bots), which take advantage of the platform’s
openness, its flexible policies and its powerful APIs [39].

Prior work on bot detection focuses on exploiting dis-
tinctive properties that differentiate human-curated ac-
counts from bots. Research also aims at identifying com-
promised accounts [12] and Sybil nodes in social me-
dia [8]. Furthermore, scholars use supervised and unsu-
pervised learning [43] to recognize fake accounts. Varol
et al. [41] recently proposed a scheme that utilizes 1,150
features to identify bots and Gilani et al. [18] also used the
content (i.e. media) uploaded on Twitter from the account
into question. Other researchers spot spam messages [37]
and accounts that abuse trending topics [51].

In this paper, we use a variety of features derived from

Twitter metadata and textual content posted on users’ time-
lines to train a supervised classifier and distinguish humans
from bots. We focus on the effectiveness of using features
that model sentimental attributes of the accounts. The anal-
ysis shows that contemporary bots mimic human behavior,
producing sentimental fingerprints similar to those of hu-
mans. Moreover, we estimate users’ preferences on topics
of interest employing a known text modeling method and
combine these attributes to strengthen the classifier’s accu-
racy. Finally, we evaluate the persistence of the produced
model against time. We show that it maintains its efficiency
in identifying humans without the need to be retrained.

Therefore, this work makes the following contributions:
a) We conduct a large scale study using four labeled datasets
describing accounts as humans or bots. The datasets con-
tain entities with different characteristics, hence they re-
semble a representative fraction of the Twitter population;
b) We show that sentiment analysis can assist in classifica-
tion tasks where limited numbers of metadata and textual
content-based features are utilized; c) We evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of our approach against time and we show that
the identification of humans is sustainable using a classifier
trained on older data.

2. Related Work

The proliferation of automated accounts on social me-
dia, also known as “bots”, has been early identified by the
research community [51]. In the past, researchers estimated
that 16% of spammers were bots [19]. Social bots serve
numerous causes, either malicious or benign. Ferrara et
al. [14] illustrate various threats derived from the sophisti-
cated behavior that modern social botnets exhibit. To name
a few, they can be used to spread misinformation and dis-
seminate rumors [3], or direct discussions on microblogging
services about elections [4].

Bot detection on social networks has been mainly con-
sidered as a binary classification problem [2, 35]. Fea-
ture extraction relies on observed attributes that characterize
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humans’ behavior when compared with automated agents.
Network structure has been used extensively in prior work;
the number of followers and friends, the ratio between fol-
lowers and friends and the number of reciprocal connec-
tions are used as features [13, 21, 35]. In our work, we also
utilize posts’ textual content. Although the posted content
is not similar among all types of bots, there exist proper-
ties that differentiate them from humans. For example, bots
are usually trying to tempt users to click on a desired URL,
hence they often include URL links in their posts [42, 46].
Other features that have been used in previous research are
the sentiment [31, 41], which can be extracted from short
texts [1, 36], the length of the tweet, the tweet rate and other
structural attributes of messages [28, 38, 47], such as the
number of mentions, hashtags and URLs [23, 45].

Our approach is based on a probabilistic text modeling
algorithm, namely Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5].
LDA-based methodologies have been presented lately aim-
ing at detecting fake reviewers or spammers and bots on
microblogging services [22]. Yang et al. [50] create an
active spammer collection approach using LDA on Twit-
ter that enhances passive traditional honeypots. Nilizadeh
et al. [29] use message propagation dynamics in neighbor-
hoods defined by a collection of LDA-derived topics. Other
researchers work with datasets derived from sites seman-
tically similar to Twitter [52] (e.g. Weibo). When evaluat-
ing their methodology using the standard metric F-Measure,
they report an accuracy of 90.67%. Liu et al. [24] use LDA-
based attributes and posts’ similarity jointly with network
and behavior features to detect spammers on Weibo, but the
achieved accuracy is not competitive. Other researchers use
a LDA-based feature set that estimates the accounts’ level
of interest on specific topics, derived from a corpus that in-
corporated Twitter and translated Weibo texts [23]. Using
features proposed by [21] in conjunction with normalized
probabilities (stemmed from the LDA model), they achieve
F1-score=0.949 with an Adaboost classifier.

An Adaboost classifier is also employed in [28] where
the main goal is to strike the balance between precision
and recall, increasing the recall in detecting bots. The au-
thors suggest that the best performance of their classifier
is achieved with 200 topics. However, the overall perfor-
mance (F1-score) of this method is limited. Wei et al. [44]
use LDA-based features (200 topics) to study the impact of
malicious accounts on Twitter in terms of spreading ideas
that can lead to extremism and terrorism. In [45] they also
employ sentiment analysis to pinpoint differences between
non-suspended and suspended users. They finally recognize
the need to investigate the impact of sentiment analysis on
bot detection on Twitter [45].

Dickerson et al. [11] use sentiment analysis variables to
detect bots on Twitter and conclude they can improve de-
tection accuracy. However, they just use hashtags to define

topics of interest. Our work aims to bridge the gap among
the aforementioned works [11, 21, 23]. We use features in-
troduced in [21] with the LDA-based features proposed by
Liu et al. [23] and we study the effectiveness of sentiment
analysis as suggested in [11, 45].

3. Datasets
We use three datasets for training in this work (8,973,320

tweets in total). The first (ICWSM17) [41] contains Twitter
handles of 2,573 accounts, annotated as humans (1,747 ac-
counts) or bots (826 accounts). The second (RAID11) [48,
49] contains usernames and data derived from 1M mali-
cious spammers and 10M normal users on Twitter. The final
dataset (WWW17) [7] consists of various accounts (14,398 in
total). It contains information for humans (namely “gen-
uine”), social and traditional spambots, and fake followers.
All these categories except the “genuine” accounts are gen-
erally treated as bots in this paper. The latter dataset, ac-
cumulated by Cresci et al. [7] contains information about 3
sets of social spambots and 4 sets of traditional spambots.

3.1. Data pre-processing

Before extracting features, we apply well-known tech-
niques to clear the data. First, we only take into ac-
count tweets written in English. To achieve this, we em-
ploy langdetect [9], a Python language detection framework
ported from a Java language detection library [33]. Tweets
not written in English (according to the library’s output) are
ignored. Next, we remove non-ASCII characters from the
short texts and we consider accounts which contain no less
than 5 tweets in order to be able to extract topic features
from their timelines. Additionally, we remove from each
tweet: a) web page links (starting with ‘http’ or ‘https’),
b) mentions to Twitter users (starting with ‘@’), c) hash-
tags (starting with ‘#’), and finally, d) we exclude the prefix
‘RT’, which denotes retweets of other users’ content.

3.2. Topic Modeling

The Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5] is a Natural
Language Processing model that provides an explicit rep-
resentation of a document using topic probabilities. LDA
has been used recently for bot detection on micro-blogging
services [23, 28, 29]. We use MALLET [26], a Java-based
package for statistical natural language processing and text
modeling, which utilizes LDA. MALLET accepts a doc-
ument (or a set of documents) as an input and trains a
model describing topic probabilities for this document. This
model can be used to infer topic probabilities for other doc-
uments. The process is done efficiently with MALLET
which uses a scalable implementation [26] of the Gibbs
sampling method [16].

In our work, following other scholars’ practice [29, 44,
45], we merge all tweets of an account in one single doc-



Table 1. Feature vector description
Features

Metadata

F1: statuses count
F2: followers count
F3: friends count
F4: favourites count
F5: Followers/Friends (F2 + 1/F3 + 1)

Content

F6: RT Ratio
F7: # Ratio
F8: @ Ratio
F9: URL Ratio

Sentiment F10: Sentiment (vector)

Topics F11: fGOSS : LDA (vector)
F12: fLOSS : LDA (vector)

ument (after performing data pre-processing, as described
previously in section 3.1). According to Wei et al. [44] topic
modeling provides noisy topic distributions for short texts
(such as a Twitter feed) [20]. Thus, researchers usually ag-
gregate all tweets produced by a user in a single document.

We train our topic model using 19,851 documents
(aggregated tweets from each account) derived from the
datasets. Note that when training our LDA model, we also
take into account data from Twitter users having less than
5 tweets in their timelines. We extract 200 topics to create
the model because this number of topics is commonly used
in other recent works [23, 45]. In addition, before training
the model, we remove stop words, which is a set of english
common words, such as she, is, as, etc. [29].

MALLET outputs 200 topic probabilities for each docu-
ment. These probabilities describe the topics of interest of
each account. The model is saved to allow us to use it for
topic inference when there is a need to estimate topic proba-
bilities of similar documents. We employ a Python wrapper
from the gensim library [32] to train our model and infer
topic probabilities. Other parameters are set as follows: it-
erations = 50, optimize interval = 10.

3.3. Feature Extraction

Metadata Features User metadata features have been
used in the past to distinguish humans from bots [27]. We
use features widely employed by other researchers [41].
The following features constitute our metadata feature vec-
tor: Number of i) statuses (including retweets), ii) follow-
ers, iii) friends (a.k.a. followings), and iv) likes. Also, we
consider the: v) followers to following ratio (FtF). Note that
we add one unit to the numerator and denominator of FtF
(see Table 1) to account for cases where either of the two
(or both) is equal to zero.

Content-based Features As discussed in Section 3.2 we
accumulate all tweets of an account in a single document.
Thus, we estimate the following content-based features: i)
retweets ratio, i.e. the number of retweets (represented as
‘RT’ at the beginning of a single tweet) existing in a user’s
account, divided by the total number of tweets, ii) hashtag
ratio (number of # divided by the total of tweets), iii) men-
tion ratio (number of @ divided by the total of tweets), and
iv) URL ratio (number of URL links to the total of tweets).

Moreover, the content-based feature vector includes sen-
timent analysis attributes. We utilize Sentistrength [36], a
sentiment analysis and opinion mining program that has
been successfully used in the past on short texts for var-
ious tasks [6, 15, 25]. Sentistrength calculates a positive
score (from 1, i.e. not positive, to 5, i.e. extremely posi-
tive) and a negative score (from -1, i.e. not negative, to -5,
i.e. extremely negative) for a short text. Note that when
using Sentistrength, we input raw, unprocessed tweets, be-
cause Sentistrength performs its own data processing before
extracting sentiment scores.

Therefore, for each Twitter account in our dataset we cal-
culate the positive and negative scores of each tweet with
Sentistrength. Then, we estimate the mean value and the
variance for positive and negative scores. Thus, the senti-
ment feature vector for each Twitter account, i.e. F10 (Ta-
ble 1) is as follows: [mean(positive), mean(negative), vari-
ance(positive), variance(negative)].

Finally, we use features derived by LDA topic model-
ing as suggested by Liu et al. [23]. In their recent paper,
the authors are using two feature vectors, namely Global
Outlier Standard Score (GOSS) and Local Outlier Standard
Score (LOSS). They combine their GOSS and LOSS vec-
tors with common features proposed by Lee et al. [21] and
they achieve high accuracy (F1-score = 0.949) on bot de-
tection using two datasets: a) a Social Honeypot dataset
that basically consists of traditional spam accounts, and b)
a “smart” spammers dataset derived from the Chinese Sina
Weibo microblogging network.

We estimate these feature vectors using Liu et al.’s [23]
method as follows. Each Twitter account i is represented
as a vector Xi of K topics; hence Xi = [xi1, xi2, . . . , xiK ],
where xik ∈ [0, 1] is the estimated (inferred) topic probabil-
ity extracted by a topic modeling algorithm (such as LDA,
e.g. using MALLET) of the ith account for the kth topic
(i, k, n ∈ N). Therefore, if the dataset D consists of n ac-
counts, then D can be seen as: D = [X1;X2; . . . ;Xn].

To evaluate the ith account’s interest on a certain topic
k, compared to the rest of the accounts (n is the total of
accounts), Liu et al. [23] propose the use of the following
equation (equation 1) [23], where µ(xk) =

∑n
i=1 xik

n :

GOSS(xik) =
xik − µ(xk)√∑
i(xik − µ(xk))2

(1)



Thus, the interest of the ith account on the set
of K topics derived from our model (K = 200),
can be represented by the following feature vector:
f iGOSS = [GOSS(xi1), GOSS(xi2), . . . , GOSS(xiK)],
according to [23]. This is our feature F11 (seen in Table 1).

Following the same logic, we also compute the LOSS
score of a topic, which estimates the interest of an individ-
ual on a topic, considering only her own tweets. Hence,
the ith account’s interest on a topic k can be estimated by
the following equation (equation 2) [23], where µ(xi) =∑K

k=1 xik

K = 1
K :

LOSS(xik) =
xik − 1

K√∑
k(xik −

1
K )2

(2)

Similarly, according to [23], the ith account can be mod-
eled as a feature vector, derived from the LOSS scores
for each topic. Therefore our F12 feature (Table 1) is:
f iLOSS = [LOSS(xi1), LOSS(xi2), . . . , LOSS(xiK)].

4. Methodology
This Section describes our methodology for training the

classification algorithm (Section 4.1). Subsequently, we
show the sequence of actions needed to identify if a Twitter
account is a human or not (Section 4.2).

4.1. Model Training

We use the WWW17, RAID11, and ICWSM17 datasets.
All tweets of a single account are aggregated to form one
document, representing the user’s generated textual content.
After cleaning the data (see Section 3.1) we use all these
documents as a single corpus and train a LDA model utiliz-
ing MALLET. Then, for each account we extract (i.e. infer)
topic probabilities using this LDA model. In addition, we
extract metadata and content features as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.3. Therefore, each account is represented by a 413-
dimensional feature vector that comprises features F1 - F12.
The accounts are already labeled as humans or spambots.

Next, we employ scikit-learn [30] to train a supervised
model that will distinguish accounts as humans or spam-
bots. Scikit-learn is a Python library that contains the im-
plementation of various algorithms for supervised learning.
In this work we tested the performance of the following al-
gorithms (note that their abbreviated forms are provided in
parentheses): K-Nearest Neighbors (KNN), Decision Tree
(CART), Gaussian Naive Bayes (NB), Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM), Random Forest (RF), AdaBoost (AB). We
perform 10-fold cross validation using 80% of the data for
training. Finally, we use the rest of the dataset (20%) to
evaluate the model with “unseen” data as an additional val-
idation experiment. We perform 9 experiments to evaluate
the effectiveness of the features. The results of this series of
experiments are presented in Section 5.

Fake Genuine Humans Bots Social2 Social3 Traditional1

Account Families
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Figure 1. Average positive and negative sentiment scores (and their
standard deviations) derived from the account families.

4.2. Account classification

To classify a Twitter account as human or bot, we per-
form the following actions. First, we collect tweets from
the user’s timeline. Currently, Twitter returns up to the most
recent 3,200 tweets (and retweets) [40]. We also extract fea-
tures F1 - F5, which are the metadata features used by the
classifier. Then, we extract content (F6 - F9) and sentiment
(F10) features from the gathered texts. Finally, we aggre-
gate the account’s tweets in a single document, we clean
the data (see Section 3.1) and infer topic probabilities us-
ing the trained LDA model. These topic probabilities are
used to estimate features F11 and F12. F11 and F12 high-
light topic preferences of the user based on the community
(other Twitter accounts) we used when training our LDA
model. Finally, the classifier draws on the feature vector to
make a decision (human or bot).

5. Results

In this section we present the results of our experiments.
First, we estimate the mean values and deviations of the
positive and sentiment scores retrieved from the WWW17 and
ICWSM17 datasets, which aggregate a variety of user pro-
files (humans and bots): a) Humans –genuine, humans, b)
Bots –Traditional, Bots, Social, Fake. We use sentistrength,
which calculated the positive and negative scores for each
tweet in a single account; then we measure their mean val-
ues for each account. Figure 1 shows the averages of the
mean values of the positive and negative scores (and their
standard deviations) for each account family. The figure
shows that traditional bots compared to social spambots or
fake followers, present lower sentimental (positive and neg-
ative) mean values. Also, social spambots and fake fol-
lowers demonstrate higher positive sentimental values com-
pared to the majority of the human accounts. However,
these sentimental features are not strong enough to reliably
distinguish humans from bots (as seen below).



Table 2. Comparison of algorithms’ accuracy (F1-score) using various features

Sentiment Topics Sentiment Metadata Metadata ALL excl. Metadata ALL excl. ALL features&Topics &Content Topics &Topics Sentiment
KNN 0.661107 0.819944 0.824914 0.910039 0.910039 0.910039 0.910039 0.910039 0.910039
CART 0.688805 0.867108 0.873938 0.908012 0.90552 0.907356 0.933214 0.933874 0.934044
NB 0.664253 0.847038 0.847252 0.671045 0.671041 0.671118 0.671045 0.67108 0.671118
SVM 0.553014 0.814249 0.816872 0.873201 0.876722 0.876797 0.882621 0.883766 0.885067
RF 0.689279 0.819908 0.835809 0.911552 0.915223 0.913716 0.8362 0.82735 0.854269
AB 0.68537 0.894014 0.898837 0.91363 0.918699 0.91841 0.938365 0.938441 0.938844

Table 3. F1-score achieved by the AB classifier for unseen data using various features

Sentiment Topics Sentiment Metadata Metadata ALL excl. Metadata ALL excl. ALL features&Topics &Content Topics &Topics Sentiment
AB 0.741963 0.922216 0.924799 0.931688 0.93628 0.939724 0.947761 0.948909 0.950631

Sentiment Topics Sentiment
&Topics

Metadata Metadata&
Content

All excl.
Topics

Metadata
&Topics

All excl.
Sentiment

All
features

Feature Combinations
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Figure 2. F1-score achieved by various classifiers

Then we train six classifiers (used in similar research
works) to identify bots and humans utilizing different sets
of features. First, we train the classifiers with sentiment
features only (F10), then with topic features only (F11 and
F12) and then considering both categories (F10 - F12). Af-
terwards, we train the classifiers with metadata features only
(F1 - F5), then with metadata and content (F1 - F9), then
with all features excluding topics and then considering only
metadata and topics (F1 - F5 and F11 - F12). Finally, the
classifiers are trained with all features excluding sentiment,
and then considering all features (F1 - F12). We calculated
the F1-scores after performing these experiments and ag-
gregated them in Table 2 and Figure 2. The best perfor-
mance when only the sentiment features were considered
during training is achieved from the Random Forest classi-
fier. The Decision Tree and Adaboost algorithms performed
similarly.

As Table 2 shows, when the AB classifier is trained with

topic-based features, its accuracy is approximately 0.894.
However, Liu et al. [23] report higher accuracy (0.934)
when they train the Adaboost classifier using the topic-
based features on another dataset (Weibo dataset). This
might occured by the fact that in their work they use a
limited amount of accounts. Additionally, their criteria for
choosing “smart” spammers (as they call them) are not well-
defined. Moreover, they actually translate Chinese short
texts in English to perform their classification task, which
might introduced biases. We consider a variety of datasets
and only tweets written in English. The results also demon-
strate that the classifier’s performance does not drastically
improve when we combine sentiment and topic features.

The combination of metadata and topics however im-
proves the classification accuracy (F1-score = 0.938365).
On unseen data we report an accuracy of approximately
0.948 (Table 3). If the Adaboost classifier is trained with all
features excluding sentiment features, the difference in per-
formance is not critical (0.9384). The addition of the sen-
timent features slightly improves the overall classification
ability of the Adaboost classifier. Our proposed feature set
reaches an accuracy (average F1-score) of approximately
0.9389. The classifier accomplished an accuracy of 0.9506
on unseen data using our feature set (Table 3).

In general, Adaboost outperforms the other classifiers in
our experiments and the Decision Tree classifier achieves
similar results as seen in Figure 2. The classifier identifies
humans more efficiently (on unseen data): its precision is
0.95, the recall is 0.97 and the F1-score is 0.96 on humans.
For bots, the precision is 0.95, the recall is 0.93 and the F1-
score is 0.94. It’s weighted average accuracy (F1-score) is
approximately 0.95 (Table 3). Thus, our classifier is built on
concepts presented in similar works [23, 45] but it also im-
proves its accuracy using a small feature set (F1 - F12) with



the addition of sentiment attributes (F10). Finally, the accu-
racy of our classifier is higher compared to results presented
recently by other works [18, 29, 47] (0.8644, 0.91, 0.89, re-
spectively, using different datasets). However, this compar-
ison is based only on the nominal values of the achieved
accuracy.

6. Evaluation and Discussion
The proposed model for bot detection on microblogging

services uses a supervised content-based approach. Al-
though the classifier will probably benefit from frequent re-
training (given that it is also based on the level of interest
of an account on specific topics), we conduct a final exper-
iment to measure its resilience. We test the accuracy of our
classifier on a dataset that presents different characteristics
compared to the datasets we used for training. Additionally,
the experiment occurs 7 months after the training phase.

In this experiment we utilize ICWSM17 and a new
dataset, namely ASONAM17 [17, 18]. The latter dataset
contains metadata for a variety of users. The accounts have
been annotated by humans as being bots –i.e. automated
agents– or humans. Gilani et al. [17] state that the unani-
mous agreement between human annotators for this annota-
tion task was very high (average 89%) compared to the aver-
age agreement given by BotorNot [10] (approx. 47.9%).
BotorNot, now renamed as botometer [41], uses a
large feature vector (1,150 features) that models users’ be-
havior. The ASONAM17 dataset’s accounts are divided into
popularity bands starting from accounts having more than
9M followers, and including accounts with approximately
1M followers and 100K followers, respectively. Hence,
these accounts present structural differences compared to
those we used to train our model. Moreover, we consider in
this evaluation only those accounts from the ICWSM17 and
ASONAM17 datasets that are still “alive”. In other words,
we exclude public accounts labeled as “User not found” or
“User has been suspended” from Twitter [39]. We crawled
Twitter on March 2018 and the number of accounts that
were still alive (accessible) can be seen in Table 4. The
same Table shows the “survival rate” of these accounts.

Furthermore, we removed from the ASONAM17 dataset
accessible accounts that were originally classified [17] both
as humans and bots. After cleaning the data and remov-
ing non-English tweets, we only considered accounts that
contained more than 5 tweets. In total, for this evaluation
we use as a basis 4,567 Twitter accounts. We should note
here that sometimes when we tried to estimate the topic-
based features (LOSS) proposed by Liu et al. [23] we en-
countered ZeroDivisionErrors. This happens when
all topic probabilities for an account are estimated to be
equal. However, Liu et al. [23] do not report this limita-
tion in their work. We encountered some (limited) cases of
this kind during our experiments.

Table 4. Accessible Twitter accounts (late March 2018)

Datasets Accessible Bots Accessible Humans
ICWSM17 728/826 88.14% 1,480/1,747 84.72%
ASONAM17 1,230/1,492 82.44% 1,594/1,939 82.21%

For each of the aforementioned accounts we follow the
methodology described in Section 4.2. We use the model
we trained seven months earlier to see its resilience over
time. The goal is to assess if it can classify bots and humans
without the need to be retrained. The classifier’s accuracy
(F1-score) when all accounts are considered drops to 0.67.
We believe that this decline occurs because the characteris-
tics of the automated accounts existing in the ASONAM17
dataset are structurally different compared to the other
datasets. However, our model maintains its ability to ef-
ficiently identify human accounts, especially those which
can be seen as influential or popular (ASONAM17). It’s ac-
curacy at predicting humans in the ASONAM17 dataset is
0.9465 and in the ICWSM17 dataset is 0.8426. The accu-
racy on human accounts in general is 0.8881. On the other
hand, the model fails to maintain its accuracy on predicting
bot accounts (0.3028). This outcome can be explained if we
consider that automated accounts are usually “interested”
in a wide range of topics [23] which eventually can change
more frequently compared to humans’ interests. Therefore,
ephemerality seems to be a limitation of our approach.

7. Conclusions
Social media gradually gain space in our digital lives and

substitute traditional means of communication. The avail-
ability, anonymity, and the flexible terms that govern on-
line platforms offer a fruitful ground to malicious actors to
misuse them. Our work uses a content-based approach to
identify automated accounts which demonstrate malicious
activity. We showed that compared to traditional bots, so-
cial spambots and fake followers are more inclined to post
messages with a positive sentimental fingerprint. When we
combined metadata and content-based features (including
sentimental analysis attributes), we achieved high classifi-
cation accuracy (0.9389 F1-score). This nominal value is
higher compared to the accuracy reported on other state-
of-the-art systems and suggests that sentiment analysis fea-
tures can assist in bot identification. Finally, we showed
that after a considerable period of time, our model is able to
reliably identify humans without retraining.
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